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About This Game

If you can't shoot and there is a wall of turrets against you - you're not defenseless! Let your enemies kill each other! Avoid the
shots, make them blow the turrets of big bosses! There are 100 levels of fun in this game, with the most various combinations of

enemies!

Features

Minimalistic neon design

Casual game process (all you need is mouse with two buttons)

Ten locations, each of them ends with unique boss

More than ten types of turrets those are ready to tear each other apart

More than ten hours of gameplay

Controls
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Mouse - movement, shield, start of level, reborn

Remastered features

Redesigned UI

Total levels redesign

Redesigned enemies

Redesigned bosses

New consumes "Source Codes"

New environment objects like lasers, bombers, rotors, reels, etc.

New backups systems makes game more chgallenging

Redesigned levels map, so you can revisit previous levels

NEW EXTRA LOCATION ADDED! Available on hard mode ONLY!

Redesigned music and sound

Achievements and leader boards!
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Title: Tower Bombarde
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
SaintHeiser
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (or equivalent)

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: with 256 MB VRAM compatible with DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English
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tower bombarde. brainstorm tower bombarde

Never got to play.. achievements do not work. Played a 1v1 match. Literally there are NO players on. 
http:\/\/steamcharts.com\/app\/378480

The premise seems cool in that its basically World of Tanks meets Twisted Metal. I would really like to play with a full lobby
but I don't see that happening anytime soon. Right now I wouldn't recommend it since you really need players to actually enjoy
this. Maybe look into giving your game a little more press before releasing your game on early access.

I would wait until the game fully launches, or the game picks up more players before purchasing.. So far its been a great time!
Been playing local multiplayer on my cousins account and we dumped a good few hours into it. A fun beat em up with diablo
style loot and randomly generated dungeons.. Best game ever!!!. The short review is that the game is fantastic. It's priced at $10
as of the writing of this review, and it's worth it, but getting on sale would be better!

Except for one point, the story was excellent, the feel of the game was great and very immersive in 1930s New York, the
soundtrack kicked butt, the puzzles were intelligible (I knew exactly what to do most of the time, but there was just the right
amount of difficulty in getting it done), and I thought the humor of the protagonist was fantastic, but I like dry humor. The
connect-the-dots mechanic was pretty inventive, I thought and added a good detective story even better, IMHO. The
mannequins were probably the worst part of the game because they sometimes looked or did things that weren't right, but almost
all point and click adventure puzzles suffer from this. My second complaint would be all the Dannazionis that were liberally
peppered throughout the game. It was a bit overused.

To address some complaints about the story being too linear or limiting in that I can't grab an object or do something now, but
can later on when the story advances, I actually thought it made sense and, once again, is something most point and click
adventure games do. I actually didn't mind because I viewed it as a story-focused game and that stream-lined it so that I could
enjoy the story instead of getting caught up in picking up a bunch of useless stuff that I didn't need and wouldn't use.

SPOILER ALERT AHEAD!
The one thing I didn't like about the story was the paranormal element that was thrown in regarding the girl. While she is
basically the MacGuffin for Face Noir, there is this allusion to her being able to control time and dreams and that she is going to
do something supernatural in the sequel. This kind of threw me out of the immersiveness that the rest of the game established so
well. The supernatural really has no place in a good noir story. Read any of the hard-boiled detective writers like Raymond
Chandler, Dashell Hammett, and Mickey Spillane that typified the detective\/Noir writing and none of them ever got caught up
in that stuff. I also thought that its introduction in the last 1\/3 of the game kind of blindsided me after being so true to the hard-
boiled detective genre for the first 2\/3 of the game.

I do look forward to Face Noir II, though. Great job!. Pretty good game for $5. Very engaging, I got very nervous when I bought
a stock, and a random event happened a few days later that caused the stock to plunge, putting me half a million dollars in the
hole, but eventually I rode it out and was able to break even.. ehh this game wasnt all too fun as i hoped it would be. i love rpg
maker games which is why i bought it. but my expectations were too high.. [spoilerfree]

What is this game about?
* eating
* more eating
* grow and grow and grow and grow...
* TO SUM IT UP: This is a simulation about more than one mass murderer.

Pros:
+ the graphic is cute
+ let's players liked it (Gronkh)
+ pure sarcasm (strike back against the oil industry and probably the whole world)
+ nano-shark...
+ the soundtrack inspired me to a song
+ more than one character, bonus level after bonus level and that all without paying more than once!
+ the end of the game ;-)
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+ steam achievements and cards

Neutral:
+- the "story"

Cons:
- let me think... no multiplayer?!
- people without humor or fantasy may not like it :-P

Conclusion:
>This game is awesome, i really can recommend it!. Dont waste time at this crap. It is just terrible.
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I honestly want to like this game, unfortunately I can't. I saw this the day it was announced and I was so excited, all because my
favorite movie is Jurassic Park. I can't recommend this game only mainly because of it's extremely long loading times. I spent
about 40 minutes in the game, and didn't even get to finish the tutorial because of how long I waited, and I just got fed up. So
yes, I will be refunding. And I don't recommend this game.. needs keyboard support ...

but saying that great game .. been a skateboarder for 12 years and this is the closest to skate u can get on pc. Amazingly
beautiful and tricky puzzle game. A fun adventure.. Story is well thought out and very engaging. Interesting puzzles. Great
game.. I played this game pulling an all nighter waiting for a college project video to render. It was short (about 2.5 hours) but
every second was a story that I could never get bored of. The idea of unlocking ending once you have seen the way each choice
takes you along with the ability to quickly jump back to those key moments was a really nice touch. I feel like some games have
way too many choices and not enough well thought out story. This game is the opposite. I always felt like my few actions were
impactful and that I was a part of the story. By the time I was done I was in tears and no... I'm not at all ashamed of it. :)

Overall fantastic game and worth every penny.. Zuma got me here. I wanted to get this due to the similar gameplays.
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